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9 Claims. (Cl. 197-84) 
The present invention relates broadly to type- sixteen spaces to the inch. See patent to Trego 

Writing machines and more especially to letter No. 1,918,299, July 18, 1933, for the mechanism 
Spacing mechanisms to control carriage move- for controlling the basic carriage spacings. 
ment. The escapements for the carriage spacing may 
The invention is embodied in a construction 5 be operated singly or in combination with each 

adapted more especially for the “Warityper' other to obtain the required carriage movements 
machine, wherein the printing type is carried to cause the typed page to have the same appear 
upon a shuttle movable over an anvil, and is ance as the page printed from typographers' 
Struck by a printing hammer. type, set in the usual manner well known in the 
The present invention provides a typewriter 10 printing art wherein there is a predetermined 

construction. Whereby differential letter spacing distance between the letters of a Word. 
mechanism is capable of cooperating with type The disclosure hereWith is illustrative of the 
fonts of different sizes, or, stating the fact in preferred form of the invention, but it will be 
different language, the differential letter spacing apparent that the invention is not limited to any 
mechanism is applicable to different standard lb particular kind of typewriting machine since 
carriage spacings, as for example, ten spaces, many features of the invention may be applied 
twelve spaces, or fourteen spaces to the inch, With equal facility to different forms of type 
It is to be understood that other standard car- Writer mechanisms. It, therefore, follows that 
riage spacings may also be equally well adapted the disclosure herewith is understood as being 
to the present differential letter Spacing con- 20 illustrative of the preferred form of the inven 
struction. tion and is not to be considered in a limiting 
The differential letter spacing mechanism of sense. Throughout the detailed specification 

the present invention is constructed to operate and drawings, like parts are designated by like through permutations and combinations of a characters. 
plurality of escapement mechanisms operating on 2 Fig. 1 is a plan view of the preferred form of 
predetermined arbitrary units; for example, the typewriting machine with such parts omitted as 
operation of escapement I f will permit carriage are well known in the art and may not be neces 
movement of One unit, escapement II-f Will al- sary to a complete understanding of the present 
low the carriage to move two units; and escape- invention. 
ment IV-f will permit a carriage movement of 30 Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical sectional view 
four units. Thus, by simultaneously. operating taken on line 2-2 of Fig. 1. 
escapements I-f and II-f. three units of car- Fig. 3 is a detail elevational view taken on 
riage movement are obtained; by simultaneously line 3-3 of Fig. 1 and illustrates the mechanism 
operating escapements I d and IV - six units controlled by the shift keys for changing the 
of movement are obtained, and by simultaneously effect of the type key levers relative to the dif 
operating all escapements, seven units of move- s nism. 
ment are obtained. It therefore follows it. fe. letterG", "Ring the effect 
present it. E. yIE t of the depression of the “Cap' shift key relative 
or permit carriage mov to the letter 'L' key of the keyboard. 
to seven units. These differential values of one 40 Fig. 5 is a detail view illustrating the effect of 
unit up to seven units may all, as a matter of the “Fig.' Shi ti o e “Fig.' shift key on the effective operation arbitrary designation, be associated with normal of the letter “L” of the keyboard. 
carriage travel, which may be ten, twelve, or a 
fourteen (or other) normal carriage Spaces per Fig. 6 is a plan view detailed section on line 

3 5 

inch a 6-6 of Fig. 3 and illustrates the relation of the 
instead of referring to standard carriage spac- key push rods to the t universal bars that 

ings, it is more accurate, in the present situation, control the differential letter g Fig 6 
to refer to type fonts of different sizes. For ex- Fig. 7 is a detail section on line 7-7 of Fig. 

ifferent sized and illustrates the relation of the push rods car 
apabilitigating, ife type font ried by the type keys to the three universal bars. 
“A” may arbitrarily be said to require a setting Fig. 8 is a view looking from the rear toward 
of normal carriage spacings to ten spaces to the the front of the machine at the end of the escape 
inch; type font “B” a setting of twelve Spaces ment shaft and shows the escapement wheel 
to the inch; type font 'C' a setting of fourteen I-f which, when operated, permits the carriage 
spaces to the inch; type font "D' a Spacing of 55 to escape one unit. The escapement dogs are 

5 () 



2 
ShoWn in normal position with the carriage sta 
tionary. 

Fig. 9 is a detailed view of the escapement dog 
and a portion of the escapement wheel I-f when 
a type key lever has been depressed and showS 
the movable dog as disengaged from the teeth of 
the escapement wheel I-f. 

Fig. 10 is a sectional view on line 3- 9 Of 
Fig. 13 and illustrates the escapement wheel II-f 
and its connected gearing with the escapement 
dogs thereof in normal position With the carriage 
stationary. This escapement wheel II-f per 
mits the movement of two units to the carriage 
When a key lever is depressed. 

Fig. 11 is a view taken on -f of Fig. 13 
and illustrates in the foreground a ratchet wheel 
for normally preventing backWard rotation of 
escapement wheel IV-f When the carriage is re 
turned. The escapement IW-f allows a carriage 
movement of four units when a type key lever 
is depressed. 

Fig. 12 is a sectional view on line 2-2 of 
Fig. 13 and illustrates a cross-section through es 
capement wheel IV-f together with the con 
nected gearings connecting this escapement. Wheel 
to the escapement shaft. 

Fig. 13 is a sectional view through the differen 
tial escapement mechanism on line 3-3 of 
Fig. 8. 

Fig. 14 is a plan view of a part of the escape 
ment dogs for the three escapement wheels taken 
on line 4-4 of Fig. 13. 

Fig. 15 is a detailed Sectional VieW on line 
5-5 of Fig. 2 and shows one of the drive gears 

which connect the escapement shaft with the 
carriage rack. It also illustrates the nose of the 
holding dog which operates to hold the carriage 
rack stationary when the carriage spacing is 
changed from one normal or standal'd carriage 
Spacing to another. 

Fig. 16. is a detailed view illustrating the hold 
ing dog for the carriage rack which operates to 
hold the carriage stationary when the control for 
the carriage spacing is changed from one stand 
ard spacing to another and is taken on line 6-6 
of Fig. i. 

Fig. 17 is an elevational detailed view illus 
trating the key controlled release mechanism for 
the hammer which drives the paper against the 
type to produce the printing impression and is a 
view taken on line - of Fig. 18. 

Fig. 18 is a detailed view of the hammer release 
mechanism and is taken on line 8-8 of Fig. 2 
and also line 8-8 of Fig. 17. 

Fig. 19 is a detailed view taken on line 9-9 
of Fig. 18. 

Fig. 20 is a detail view taken on line 29-20 of 
Fig. 17. 

Fig. 21 is a detail view illustrating the push 
rod controls relative to the type key I, in their 
relation to the three universal bars. 

Fig. 22 is a detail view of the push rod asso 
ciated with the period ("...') key and showing this 
type key operative only on the middle universal 
bar. 

Fig. 23 illustrates the relation of the push rods 
carried by the letter key A and showing in dotted 
lines the effect of the shift keys on these push 
rods in their relation to the three universal bars. 

Fig. 24 illustrates the push rods connected with 
the 'W' key and showing in dotted lines the 
effect of the operation of the shift keys on these 
rods relative to the universal bars. 

Fig. 25 illustrates the push rods connected with 
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2,298,805 
of the shift keys in moving these rods relative 
to the three universal bars. 

Fig. 26 illustrates the push rod associated with 
the spacing key and shows this rod as applicable 
to one only of the three universal bars. 

Fig. 27 is a diagram showing the relation of 
the letters in words when written with a type 
Writing machine having ordinary constant letter 
Spacing for the carriage. 

Fig. 28 is a diagram illustrating the same Words 
as shown in Fig. 27. When these Words are Written 
On a machine equipped With the present in Veh 
tion. 

Fig. 29 is a diagram illustrating the relation of 
the various push rods relative to certain letters 
and characters in their aSSOciation. With the uni 
Versal bars when either one of the three charac 
ters controlled by each type key lever is pre 
sented at the printing point, 

Fig. 30 is a table showing the units of escape 
ment movement allowed by the carriage for each 
letter or character designated in the table. 

Fig. 31 is a table similar to Fig. 30 except that 
the table of Fig. 31 deals with the characters on 
the type keys. 

Fig. 32 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the 
relation of priting type to the center of the print 
ing point. 

Before describing the constructions in detail, a 
general outline of the invention will be given in 
order that the Specific descriptions which follow 
inay be more easily understood. 
The tables shown in FigS. 30 and 31 designate 

the carriage movement (as measured in arbitrary 
units) for each letter and character that the 
machine is capable of printing. The actual width 
of each letter or character (with the exception 
of punctuation marks) is one-quarter unit less 
than the amount of carriage movement allowed 
for Such letter or character. The front edge of 
each character or letter is always a constant dis 
tance from the center of the printing point re 
gardless of the actual width of the letter or 
character. Since the letter or character (with 
the exception of punctuation marks) is one-quar 
ter unit less than the carriage movement allows, 
the distance between letters or characters of a 
Word, or a series of characters typed, without the 
use of the Space bar, Will be one-quarter unit dis 
tance. The Space bar is arbitrarily set to allow 
four units movement to the carriage. 

Fig. 32 illustrates the relation of the type to 
the printing line P-P. It Will be observed that 
the letter "m' (either upper or lower case, is 
centered with reference to the printing line. 
This letter is five and three-quarters units wide 
and the carriage spacing allowed for this letter 
'n' is six units, there being a difference of one 
quarter unit between the actual Width of the 
letter and the carriage spacing allowed, one 
eighth of this difference is in front of the letter 
and one-eighth of this difference is after the 
letter. The letter 'n', for example, is offset from 
the printing center line and the carriage Spacing 
allowed for this letter 'n' is four units whereas 
the letter itself is three and three-quarters units 
wide. The letter 'i' is further offset from the 
center of the printing point and the carriage 
Sgacing allowed for this letter 'i' is two units 
whereas the letter itself is one and three-quarter 
units wide. It will be observed that the front 
edges of all letters are the same distance from 
the center of the printing point and that the 

the “T' key and shows in dotted lines the effect 5 carriage Spacing is So arranged as to allow one 



2,298,805. 
eighth of a unit in front of each letter and one 
eighth of a unit following each letter. 

Referring now to the diagrams (Figs. 27, 28, 
and 30) it will be observed that in Fig. 27, the 
letters of each word are spaced from center to 
center an equal amount, whereas in the diagram, 
Fig. 28, each letter occupies a space equivalent to 
its width and the center to center distance of the 
letters, therefore, vary dependent upon the width 
of the associated letters, but that the spacing 
between letters of each word is constant. The 
letter 'T' having been printed, the carriage 
escapes five units (according to Fig. 30) and 
stops. The letter 'h' is next printed and since 
there is a one-eighth unit space following the 
letter 'T', and a one-eighth unit space preced 
ing the letter 'h', the distance between these 
letters Will therefore be one-fourth of a unit. 
The carriage now escapes four units and stops. 
The letter 'e' is then printed with a space of 
one-quarter unit between the 'h', and the “e'. 
The space bar is now operated and the carriage 
moves a distance of four units. Since there is a 
one-eighth unit after the 'e' and a one-eighth 
unit preceding the 'W', the space between Words 
will, therefore, be four and one-quarter units. 
The 'W' is now typed and the carriage escapes 
six units and stops. The 'i' is next typed and 
the carriage escapes two units, with one-quarter 
unit between the spacing of the 'W' and the 
“i', and so on for the remainder of the letters 
typed. 
From the foregoing, it will be observed that in 

order for the characters to be printed in the 
proper relation after the carriage has moved for 
the letter printed, and With the printing OCCur 
ring while the carriage is stationary, it is neces 
sary that the forward edges of all the letters 
shall be exactly the same distance from the center 
of the printing point. This distance may bear 
any desired relation to the center line of the 
printing point, but it has been found desirable to 
arrange the widest letters, for example, the "M" 
and 'W' so that the center of the printing point 
passes through the middle of the wide letters, 
This point having been established, it then be 
comes necessary to offset all narrower letters So 
that in any event, the front edge of each letter or 
character, regardless of its own width, is always 
a predetermined constant distance from the 
center line of the printing point Fig. 32. 

Similar constant relationships of the front 
edges of the letters to the center line of the 
printing point are used for different carriage 
spacings which are associated with different 
width type fonts; for example, if the type font 
A as above referred to, requires a basic carriage 
spacing of ten spaces to the inch, the distance of 
the front edge of each letter of this font. A from 
the center of the printing point will be constant, 
but if the type font D which requires sixteen 
spaces per inch of carriage movement be substi 
tuted, the said constant distance will be less. In 
all cases, however, the front edges of the letters 
of each font are always the same distance from 
the center of the printing point. This is because 
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the arbitrary units chosen for the Spacing mech 
anism will move the carriage proportionally dif 
ferent amounts dependent upon whether the car 
riage is set to escape ten spaces to the inch or 
whether the carriage movement is set to escape 
sixteen units to the inch. From the above, it 
will appear that the present differential Spacing 

70 

for letters is applicable to fonts of different 75 

3 
widths and to carriage spacing movements of 
different normal amounts. 
The machine herewith illustrated in the draw 

ings is of the key controlled shuttle type where 
the printing impression is formed by the impact 
of a printing hammer and is known in the art as 
the "Warityper.' It comprises a main frame 
Which carries the mechanism of the machine. 
Reference will now be made more especially to 
Figs. i and 2. Type keys 2 (only a few being 
illustrated) are mounted on a pivot bar 4 Sup 
ported by the main frame . These type keys 2 
at their front ends carry finger buttons 5 and at 
the rear ends cooperate with actuator bars 6 
(one of which is shown in Fig. 2) to Operate the 
actuators 7 to Swing the shuttle carrier 8, which 
oscillates the shuttle 9 to position the proper type 
at the printing point. Stop rods () are provided 
over each type key lever 2 to engage the Swinging 
arm to definitely position the proper type at 
the printing point when a type key is operated. 
This mechanism is old and well known in the art 
and Will not be described in detail. See patent 
to Trego No. 1,880,592, October 4, 1932. 
The universal bar 2 actuates the ribbon mech 

anism comprising ribbon spools 4, a ribbon guide 
A5, and other mechanism which is not illustrated 
in detail Since this construction is also Well 
known in the art. See patent to Trego No. 
1,930,068, October 10, 1933. 
The paper carriage 6 is provided with anti 

friction rolls which travel upon the carriage 
supporting rod 8 as the carriage tends to move 
to the left under the influence of the carriage 
spring drum 9 (Fig. 1) which is connected by the 
metal band 20 with the carriage. This mechanism 
is also old and well known in the art and there 
fore Will not be described in detail. See patent 
to Oswald No. 1,985,419, December 25, 1934. 
The machine is provided with shift keys 2 des 

ignated as “Fig.” which position the characters 
illustrated in the table of Fig. 31 for operation at 
the printing point, and with shift keys 22 desig 
nated as “Cap' which position the font of Capital 
letters for operation at the printing point. This 
mechanism is also well known in the art and 
Will not be described in detail. See patent to 
Spaloss No. 2,051,112, August 18, 1936. 
The present invention having to do more espe 

cially with the spacing movements of the car 
riage, comprises a variable space control whereby 
the carriage of the machine may be given its 
predetermined normal carriage spacings. This 
mechanism (Figs. 1, 2, 15, and 16) comprises a 
shaft 24 slidably and rotatably mounted in bear 
ings in the main frame and controlled by a hand 
lever 25 which is adapted to be engaged in various 
notches 26 in the index plate 27. The rear end of 
the shaft 24 carries an airn 28 provided With an 
offset plate 25 adapted to engage a rack lifting 
holding dog 3 to cause the dog to engage in the 
teeth of the rack 3 and lift the same whereby it 
may be lowered into engagement with a particu 
lar carriage gear wheel 32, 34, or 35 mounted on 
the escapement shaft. This dog 3 at the same 
time by interlocking with the teeth of the rack 
3 prevents the power of the spring in the car 
riage drum 9 from moving the carriage while 
the rack is disengaged from the carriage gear 
Wheels. A lever 36 pivoted at 3 on the main 
frame is connected at one end With a sleeve 38 
carried by the shaft 24 and at the other end en 
gages a groove 39 in a grooved disc 40 which is 
integral with the carriage gear wheels 32, 34 and 
35. This group, namely, the grooved disc 49, and 



4 
the carriage gear wheels 32, 34, and 35 are an 
integral unit and are slidably mounted upon the 
escapement shaft 4 and are compelled to rotate 
with this shaft by key 42. By moving the hand 
lever 25 from one notch 26 to another in the in 
dex plate 27, the corresponding carriage gear 
wheel 32, 34, or 35 may be caused to slide on shaft 
4 and to engage the rack 3, and When this is 
done, the normal carriage spacings per inch Will 
be in accordance with the number on the indeX 
plate 27. This mechanism is also old and Will not 
be further described in detail. (See patent tto 
Trego No. 1,918,299, July 18, 1933.) 
The differential letter Spacings comprising a 

major feature of the present invention may be di 
vided into two general groups, namely, the mech 
anism for selection by the type key levers of the 
proper escapement, and the group of mechanisms 
comprising the escapement mechanism itself. 

Referring now to the selective mechanism as 
sociated with the type keys (see also Fig. 21), it 
will be observed that each type key lever is pro 
vided with depending rods and in most cases, 
there are three of these rods associated With each 
type key. The rods will be designated I-a, 
II.-a, and IV-a. There are three universal bars 
located beneath the lower ends of these push rods, 
and the universal bars are designated I-b, II-b, 
IV-b. The universal bars I-b, II-b, and IV-b 
are notched on their upper surfaces With notches 
44, 45, and 46 respectively. The push rods I-a, 
II.-a, and IV.-a, all pass through a movable rod 
plate 47 (see Figs. 1 to 7 inclusive). As shown in 
Fig. 6, this rod plate is slidable in an arc Over the 
universal bars 1-b, II-b, IV-b, for a short dis 
tance due to the mounting of the plate 47 upon 
stub screws 48 (Figs. 3, 4, and 7). Which are Se 
cured to the top plate 49 that is fixedly mounted 
in the machine frame and is provided with an 
arcuate opening 50 through which the push rods 
extend. The rod plate 47 is provided with an up 
standing pin 5 (Figs. 6 and 7) which rests be 
tween the ends of the spring arms 52 and 54 that 
are pivoted at 55 and 56 to the top plate 49. 
These arms are normally pulled together by the 
tension spring 57, thus causing the arms to bear 
against the stationary pin 58 mounted in the top 
plate 49 and thus normally align the upstanding 
pin 5 on the rod plate 47 with the stationary pin 
58, thereby centering the rod plate 47 in central 
position, but allowing a movement thereof either 
to the right or to the left of the central position 
and permitting the arm which has been moved 
away from the stationary pin 58 to urge the rod 
plate toward normal central position. The rod 
plate 47 is provided with a forward extension 59 
(Fig. 6) that carries an upwardly extending 
forked bracket 60 (Fig. 3) which extends on each 
side of a pin 62 carried by a shift bar 64 that is 
slidably mounted upon stud Screws 65 secured to 
the key comb 66. The stub screws 65 extend 
through slots 67 in the shift bar 64. The ends 
of the shift bar are provided with can Surfaces 
68 that cooperate with the "Fig.' shift keys 2 
and also with cam surfaces 69 that cooperate 
with the “Cap' shift keys 22. It will be observed 
from Figs. 3 and 4 that when the "Cap' shift 
keys 22 are depressed, the shift key levers coop 
erate with the cam surfaces 69 and move the 
shift bar 64 in the direction of the arrow X, 
namely, to the left, and this shifts the rod plate 
47 to the left. This moves all of the lower ends 
of the push rods I-a, II-0, IV-d, to the left. 
By reference to Figs. 3 and 5, it will be noted that 
when the “Fig.' shift keys 2 are depressed, the 
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2,298,805 
shift key levers cooperate with the cam surface 
68 and can the shift bar 64 in the direction of the 
arrow Y, namely, to the right thereby shifting 
the rod plate 47 and the lower ends of the push 
rods to the right. The normal position of the 
rod plate 47 and the shift bar 64, as previously 
stated, is in the centralized position as indicated 
by Figs. 3 and 6. 

Referring now to Figs. 21 to 26, inclusive, it 
will be noted by reference to Fig. 21 that if the 
type lever L is depressed with the push rods in 
the position shown in Fig. 21, the push rod 
II-a Will depress the universal bar -b, where 
as the push rods I-a and IV-a will descend 
in notches. 44 and 46 in universal bars I-b and 
IV-b without actuating them. Thus, when the 
type lever L is depressed without the use of either 
shift key, only the universal bar II-b is actu 
ated. 

Referring to Fig. 23, which illustrates the push 
rods connected With the 'A-key,' it will be ob 
Served that when the lower case letter 'a' is 
typed, the push rod IV-a depresses the universal 
bar IV-b. The dotted lines representing the 
push rods to the right of the full line drawing 
thereof show the position of the push rods when 
the 'Fig.' shift keys 2 are depressed and it, Will 
be observed that the push rods -a and II-a. 
are in position to depress the universal bars 1-b 
and II-b, when the type key is now depressed, 
While the push rod IV-a will descend in notch 
46. The dotted line representation of the push 
rods to the left of the solid line drawing illus 
trates the position of these push rods when the 
"Cap' shift keys 22 are depressed and it will be 
observed that the push rods I-a and IV-a are 
in position to actuate the universal bars I-b 
and IV-b when the type key lever A is now de 
preSSed While the push rod II-G, will descend 
into the notch 45 of the universal bar II-b 
Without actuating the same. 

Referring to Fig. 24, which represents the re 
lation of the push rods to the universal bars as 
to the “w-key,' it will be observed that normally, 
the push rods II-a and IV-a are in position 
to depress the universal bars II-b and LV-b. 
This Same relation is maintained when the 
"Cap' shift keys 22 are depressed, but when the 
'Fig.' shift keys 2 are depressed, then only the 
push rod IV-a is effective since the push rod 
TI-a will descend in the notch 45 in the uni 
Versal bar II-b. It will also be observed in this 
case only two push rods are carried by the “w- 
key.' 

Fig. 25 represents the push rods carried by the 
“t-key,' and in this case, normally, universal 
bars I-b and II-b will be depressed when the 
type key lever is depressed. The IV-a push rod 
will descend into the notch 46 in the iW-b uni 
versal bar. When the "Cap' shift keys ? are 
effective, universal bars I-b and IV-b are de 
pressed and when the “Fig.' shift keys 2 are 
effective, only the IV-b universal bar will be 
depressed. - 

Referring to Fig. 26 which represents the Spac 
ing key, it will be observed that Oiliy One push 
rod 8 is provided and this push rod is always 
effective on the IV-b universal bar regardless 
of the use of either of the shift keys 2 or the 
shift keys 22. -- 
By reference to Fig. 22 representing the period 

type key, it will be observed that only one push 
rod II-a is attached to this key and that this 
push rod is always effective on the universal bar 
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II-b regardless of the use of the shift keys 2 
and 22. 
The space bar T0 is provided with arms 7 and 

72 which are pivoted at 74 and 75 to the main 
frame and the mid portion of the space bar 70 
connects with a lever 76 (FigS. 1 and 2). This 
lever is pivoted at 77 and the rear end of the 
lever 76 is connected by a link 78- to a rocking 
lever 79 which is pivoted at 80 in the main frame. 
A forward end of the rocking lever 79 carries 
the push rod 8 which as previously explained 
cooperates with the IV-b universal bar. A ten 
sion spring 82 connects the forward end of the 
rocking lever 79 with the lever 76 near the pivot 
point center line thereof so that the effect of 
the spring is to maintain the space lever lifted 
at its forward end until the rocking lever 79 con 
tacts with the stop 83 to maintain the space lever 
at the proper height. The universal bars. I-b, 
II-b, IV-b are guided by guide pins 53 (Figs. 3, 
5, and 6) and rest upon the forward ends re 
spectively of escapement levers I-c, II-c, and 
IV -c, Fig. 2. These escapement levers are all 
mounted upon a pivot rod 84 secured to the un 
der portion of the frame of the machine and 
these levers extend rearwardly and are connect 
ed by escapement links I-d, II-d, and V-d 
with escapement dogs I-e, II-e and IV-e. 
These escapement dogs cooperate respectively 

with escapement wheels I-f, II-f, and IV-f. 
The escapement dogs are mounted upon a pivot 
pin 85 (Fig. 13) which is carried by the gear box 
86 of the hammer operating mechanism that is 
Wound by the electric motor 87 (Fig. 1). This 
mechanism is Well known in the art and there 
fore Will not be described at this time in detail. 

Referring to Figs. 10 to 14 inclusive and more 
especially to Fig. 13, it will be observed that the 
escapement shaft 4 is provided with a disc 88 
which is fixedly mounted on the shaft 4. This 
disc 88 carries three planetary gears 89 which 
are mounted to rotate on axles 9) that are riv 
eted to the disc 88. These planetary gears 89 
mesh at their inner peripheries with the Sun 
gear 9 comprising a portion of a tubular mem 
ber 92 rotatably mounted on shaft 4f. 
escapement wheel IV-f is a shell-like member 
mounted to rotate on the tubular member 92 
and is provided With an internal annular gear 93 
which meshes with the outer peripheries of the 
planetary gears 89. This escapement wheel 
IV-ji is also provided with a ratchet wheel 94 
having the teeth thereof extending in the oppo 
site direction from the teeth of the escapement 
wheel IV-f to prevent rearward rotation there 
of during carriage return movement (Figs. 11 
and 13). The escapement wheel II-f is also 
mounted for rotation upon the tubular member 
92 and is provided with a ratchet wheel 96 with 
which the dog 97 cooperates to prevent back 
Ward rotation of the escapement. Wheel II-f dur 
ing carriage return movement. A circular plate 
98 is fixedly mounted on the rear end of the 
tubular member 92. Planetary gears 99 (Figs. 
10 and 13), are mounted to rotate upon axles 
OO that are riveted to the circular plate 98. 

These planetary gears 99 cooperate with a sun 
gear Of that is integral with the escapement 
wheel I-f which is mounted for rotation upon 
the escapement shaft 4 and is retained in posi 
tion thereon by a journal bracket 02 carried by 
the gear box 86. These planetary gears 99 at 
their outer peripheries are in mesh with an an 
nular gear 04 that is integral with the escape 
ment wheel II-f. 

The 
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Each escapment dog I-e, II-e and IV-e com 

prises two members, a movable dog 05 and a 
fixed dog 06. Movable dogs 05 are provided 
with pins 07 with which tension springs O8 are 
connected to normally hold the movable dogs in 
engagement with their respective escapment 
wheels. When a universal bar is depressed, the 
rear end of its respective escapement lever is 
raised, thereby pushing upwardly on its respective 
escapement link and rocking the corresponding 
fixed dog 6 in a counter-clockwise direction 
(Fig. 8). The tail 9 on each fixed dog 06 
causes the operated dog to remove the movable 
dog (5 from engagement with the teeth of its 
respective engagement Wheel. The fixed dog 
96, however, is now in the path of an oncoming 

tooth of the escapement wheel before the escape 
ment wheel is entirely free from the movable 
dog 95 and the relation between the fixed dog 
f06 and the movable dog 05 is such as to permit a 
very slight movement of the escapement. Wheel 
after the movable dog 05 has been disengaged 
from the escapement wheel Which is being held 
by the fixed dog 66 (Fig. 9). When the fixed 
dog fo6 releases the escapement wheel, it is re 
engaged by the movable dog C5 and the escape 
ment wheel has turned one tooth. 
The differential letter spacing escapement 

mechanism operates in the following manner. 
The carriage spring drum 9 through the metal 
band 2 imposes a pull on the carriage rack 3 
which through the respective gear wheel 32, 34, 
or 35 which is engaged by the rack, thus imposes 
a turning moment on the escapement shaft 4. 
This turning moment is resisted by the movable 
dogs 85 which prevent the escapement wheels 
from rotating. The turning moment, due to the 
spring drum 9, is transmitted from the shaft 4f 
initially to the disc 88 which carries the planetary 
gears 89. The outer peripheries of these plane 
tary gears 89 impose a turning moment on the 
annular gear 93 connected with the escapement 
wheel IV-f. Since this gear 93 is held stationary 
by the respective movable dog 05, a turning 
moment is transmitted to the sun gear 9 on the 
tubular member 92 through the circular plate 98 
to the planetary gears 99. The outer peripheries 
of these planetary gears 99 engage the annular 
gear f04 connected with the escapement Wheel 
II-f which likewise is held stationary by its re 
spective movable dog 05 and the sun wheel for 
the planetary gears 99 impose a similar turning 
moment on the escapement wheel I-f which is 
held by its movable dog 05. 
Assume that the escapement dogs i-e are 

actuated to release the movable dog 35, and that 
the fixed dog 06 is operated to catch and then 
release the escapement. Wheel so that the move 
ment of Wheel I-f is transmitted through the 
planetaries 99 of the circular plate 98, the tubular 
member 92, the sun gear 9, the planetaries 89 to 
the disc 88 and thence to the escapement shaft 
4f. This movement is one unit, and allows one 
unit of movement to the carriage. 

ASSunning escapement dogs II-e are actuated 
to allow one tooth of movement to the escape 
ment wheel II-f, the rotative motion will be 
transmitted through the planetary gears 99 to 
the circular plate 93, the tubular member 92, the 
sun gear 9, the planetary gears 89 to the disc 88 
and thence to the escapement shaft 4 f. This 
angular movement produced by one tooth escape 
ment of the escapement Wheel II-f is two units, 
and allows two units of movement to the car riage. 
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Assuming that the escapement dogs IV-e are 

operated to permit a One tooth escapement of the 
escapement Wheel IV-f, the motion is trans 
mitted from the escapement. Wheel IV-f to the 
planetary gear's 83 and to the disc 38 and thence 
to the escapement shaft 4. This movement per 
mitted by one tooth escapement of escapement 
Wheel IV-f is four units, and allows four units 
of movement to the carriage. 

If escapement -f and li-f ai'e Sinultaneous 
ly operated, the result is the Sum of one unit and 
tWO units, namely, a total carriage movement of 
three units. If escapennent Wheels -f and W-f 
are simultaneously operated, the result is a car 
riage movement of five units. If escapement 
Wheels II-f and IV-f are simultaneously Oper 
ated, the total movement of the carriage is six 
units; and if all the escapementS are sinutane 
ously operated, the result is a total carriage 
movement of seven units. 
Escapement wheels I-f and I-fare provided 

with twenty teeth on their pseriphery. Escape 
ment wheel IV-f is provided With thirty teeth 
on its periphery. Both sun gears S and each 
have twenty-four teeth. The annular gears 93 
and 64 each have forty-eight teeth, and the 
gears of both sets of planetary gears 83 and 99 
have twelve teeth. On each gear. 
The ratchet wheel 94 on the escapennent wheel 

IV-f is provided with thirty teeth. The ratchet 
wheel 96 on the escapement wheel II-f has 
twenty teeth. The purpose of the ratchet wheels 
94 and 96 and their respective holding dogs 95 
and 97 are to hold the escapement wheels II-f 
and IW-f stationary during a carriage return. 
The reason for this is that by pernhitting the es 
Capennent Wheel I-f. Only to turn backWardly 
when the carriage is returned is to assure the 
operator that the carriage will always be re 
turned to the same point so that the starting 
points of each line in a column of lines Will all 
be in a true vertical line. This might or might 
not be the case if all the escapementS Were per 
mitted to rotate backwardly when the carriage is 
returned. 
The machine is provided with a tabulating 

key 0 (Fig. 1) which actuates tabulating lever 
(Figs. 1 and 2) that pushes upward. On the 

tail 2 (Fig. 8) of the movable dog 05 of the 
escapement I-f. This tail 2 is provided only 
on the movable dog (5 of the escapennent dog 
I-e. The operation of the tabulating key to 
releases the escapement wheel I-f only So that 
the carriage is free to move and tabulation occurs. 
The hanner mechanism for driving the paper 

and the printing ribbon against printing type 
positioned at the printing point to cause a print 
ing impression is illustrated in Figs. 17, 18, 19, 
and 20 of the drawings and comprises a con 
struction Substantially the same as that shown 
in Trego Patent No. 1,965,677, patented July 10, 
1934. The universal bar 2 (Figs. 2 and 17), 
previously referred to, not only operates the rib 
bon mechanism but also trips the hammer re 
lease, on the down stroke of a type key. In 
other words, the printing operation in the pres 
ent machine occurs on the down stroke of the 
letter or character type key and the carriage 
escapement is completed on the upstroke of such 
a key. 
From the foregoing, it will be observed that 

when the Words illustrated in Fig.27 of the draw 
ings, comprising the words “The Wind is,' is 
written on the ordinary-typewriting machine, the 
letters Will be Spaced equally from center to cen 
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ter a predetermined definite amount, but the 
spacing between letters is variable, dependent. On 
the width of the letters. When these same Words 
are typed on a machine comprising the present 
invention, the letters of a word are no longer 
spaced equal distances from center to center, but 
the spacing between the letters of each word are 
constant predetermined distances, as is the situa 
tion where words are printed from typographical 
type. 
The diagram in Fig. 29 illustrates in the hori 

ZOntal lines 5, 6 and 7, the relationship 
between certain typical letter keys in the key 
board with reference to the escapements actu 
ated when these letters are typed, and the 'X's' 
in these horizontal lines indicate the escapements 
actuated, for example, in the group under the 
letter 'A' where a lower case 'a' is typed, the 
IV-fi escapement wheel is actuated. Where an 
upper case 'A' is typed, the escapement I-f 
and IW-f are simultaneously actuated; and 
Where the character carried on this key lever 
(which character is a quotation mark), is typed, 
then escapements I-f and II-f are actuated. 
This explanation applies With the Same under 
standing to the other letters and characters 
designated in this chart shown in Fig. 29. 
From the foregoing, it will be observed that 

while the mechanism for differential letter spac 
ing is herewith illustrated in connection with a 
shuttle type of typewriting machine, it is pri 
marily a carriage control mechanism and is 
therefore capable of association with any other 
kind of printing mechanism operative in a type 
Writing machine. 

It is also to be noted that the present differen 
tial letter escapement mechanism is of Such chair 
acter as to be capable of association with different 
standard carriage spacings, which render the 
present mechanism particularly adaptable for use 
with typewritting machines intended to produce 
master Sheets that are lithographed for various 
publications where it frequently is desirable to 
change either the size or the style of the type 
fonts for headings, emphasis, etc. 
From the foregoing, it follows that the present 

differential letter spacing mechanism is of a flexi 
ble character adapted for many desirable uses in 
the typewriter field. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a typewriting machine, in combination, 

a movable paper carriage, a plurality of differ 
ential letter space escapements operatively con 
nected with said paper carriage, a plurality of 
universal bars operatively connected with said 
eScapements, type keys in a keyboard, a plurality 
of push rods carried by Said type keys, said uni 
Versal bars being provided with notches, and 
means to shift said push rods relatively to said 
notches to determine the effective operation of 
Said push rods on said universal bars when the 
type key is operated. 

2. A typewriting machine as in claim 1, in 
Which there are shift keys, and in which the 
means to Shift the push rods comprises: a shift 
able guide plate through which the ends of the 
push rods extend, and means actuated by the 
shift keys to shift the guide plate. 

3. In a typewriting machine, in combination, a 
movable paper carriage, a plurality of differential 
letter Spacing escapements arranged in series 
and adapted to control the letter space move 
ments of Said carriage, and means for retaining 
all of Said escapements stationary except one 
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when the carriage is moved from left to right for 
return carriage movement. 

4. In a typewriting machine, in combination, 
a movable paper carriage, a plurality of differen 
tially operated letter escapement wheels for con 
trolling the letter spacing movement of said car 
riage, said wheels being arranged in series, mov 
able dogs for each of said escapement wheels, 
tabulating mechanism, and means operated by 
Said tabulating mechanism to release the mov 
able dog of one only of said escapement wheels 
to permit freedom of movement of said carriage. 

5. In a typewriting machine, in combination, 
a movable paper carriage, differential letter spac 
ing mechanism comprising three letter spacing 
escapement Wheels, one of said letter spacing 
escapement wheels being adapted to permit a 
movement of one arbitrary unit to the carriage 
When said escapement is Operated, the Second 
escapement Wheel being adapted to permit tWO ; 
of said units movement to said carriage when 
said second escapement. Wheel is operated, and 
the third escapement wheel being adapted to 
permit four of said units movement when said 
third escapement wheel is operated, escapement 
dogs for controlling each of said escapement 
wheels, means normally tending to move said 
carriage from right to left, means to prevent 
backward rotation of the Second escapement 
wheel and means to prevent backward rotation 
of the third escapement wheel Whereby the first 
escapement wheel only is permitted to rotate 
backwardly when the carriage is moved from 
left to right. 

6. In a typewriting machine, in combination, a 
movable paper carriage, differential letter Spac 
ing escapement mechanism for controlling the 
movement of said carriage for letter Spacing, a 
plurality of universal bars having notches therein 
and operatively connected with said escapement 
mechanism, a plurality of type keys mounted in 
a keyboard, depending push rods extending from 
said type keys into operative relation. With said 
universal bars, a shiftable guide plate through 
which the lower ends of said push rods extend, 
and key controlled means to shift said guide plate 
to change the relation of the lower ends of said 
push rods relative to the notches in said universal 
bars. 

7. In a typewriting machine, in combination, a 
movable paper carriage, differential letter Spac 
ing escapement mechanism for controlling the 
letter space movement of said carriage, a plu 
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rality of universal bars operatively connected 
With Said escapement mechanism, said bars be 
ing provided with openings, a plurality of type 
keys in the key-board of said machine, push rods 
aSSOciated With said type keys and in operative 
relation to said universal bars, a guide plate 
through which the ends of said push rods ex 
tend, printing mechanism having a printing 
point, means comprising shift keys to shift the 
type at Said printing point, and means operated 
by said shift keys to shift said guide plate to 
change the relation of the ends of said push rods 
relative to the openings in Said universal bars. 

8. In a typewriting machine, in combination, a 
novable paper carriage, differential letter spac 
ing mechanism Comprising escapement. Wheels 
adapted to control the movement of said car 
riage for letter spacing, a plurality of universal 
bars being the same in number as the number of 
escapement wheels in said escapement mecha 
nism, said universal bars being operatively con 
nected. With said eScapement mechanism to Op 
erate the same, said universal bars being pro 
vided With openings, a plurality of type key 
levers arranged in a keyboard in Said machine, 
push rods carried by said key levers, a guide 
plate adapted to guide the free ends of said push 
rods, a shift key to shift the type at the printing 
point, and means operated by said shift key to 
shift said guide plate to change the relation of 
the ends of Said push rods relatively to the Open 
ings in the universal bars. Wherein a push rod po 
sitioned in line with an opening is ineffective 
to operate a universal bar when the associated 
key lever is depressed. 

9. In a typeWriting machine in combination, a 
movable paper carriage, a differential letter spac 
ing escapement mechanism for controlling the 
movement of said carriage for letter Spacing, a 
plurality of universal bars operatively connected 
with said escapement mechanism, a plurality of 
key levers arranged in a keyboard, push rods 
associated with said key levers and being adapted 
to form the connection between said key levers 
and said universal bars, a guide plate for guiding 
said push rods, said universal bars being provided 
With openings, a shift key to shift the type at 
the printing point, and means operated by said 
Shift key to shift said guide plate to change the 
relation of the ends of said push rods relative 
to the openings in said universal bars. 

CHARLES. W. NORTON. 


